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Our national team proudly places over 200 combined years of experience and 
19 advanced degrees and credentials at your disposal.  Collectively our forensic 
accountants, forensic economists and consultants have prepared over 1,000 
reports as both consulting and testifying experts and have testified hundreds of 
times - including nearly 100 trials – in a wide range of cases and industries.

For large-firm experience, training and quality with small-firm flexibility, service and 
pricing, look no further than Arrowfish. Contact us today for a free initial consultation.

Economic Damages Analysis and Testimony
Our economic damages experts have testified in both State and Federal court 
in jurisdictions across the country on matters such as:

Business Valuation and Appraisal
Our business valuation experts regularly work with the IRS, often work within the 
context of litigation and can provide keen insights and analysis in areas like:

Corporate Bankruptcy and Reorganization
We assist both creditors and business owners with the complex and delicate 
challenges facing companies in financial distress. Our experts are prepared to 
roll up their sleeves and provide any of the following services:

Forensic Accounting
We apply accounting, financial analysis and investigative skills to uncover truth, 
assist in financial and fraud investigations and ultimately provide credible, 
understandable analysis.

Insurance Claims Analysis
Whether you are a carrier charged with bad faith or an insured making a
property loss or business interruption claim, you can rely upon us for clear, reliable 
and understandable claims analysis directed by an expert with actual industry 
experience in commercial insurance.

Misappropriation of Trade Secrets
Intellectual Property Infringement
Breach of Fiduciary Duty
Business Interruption
Fraud Investigations

Personal Injury
Wrongful Death
Wrongful Termination
Breach of Contract
Unfair Competition

Estate and Gift Tax
Buy/Sell 
Due Diligence
SEC Reporting

Partnership or Marital Dissolution
Intangible Assets
Goodwill Impairment Testing
Stock Options & Complex Securities

Reorganization Plans
Solvency Analysis

Orderly Liquidation Advisement
Forensic Accounting


